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OBSERVER
Gorham, Maine

. Monday, March 15, 1971

UMPG
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23

Assembly" Rejects Governance Plan
The College Assembly voted down,
·the .Ad Hoc Corrmittee' s Report
on Governance
The College Assembly voted to
reject the .Ad Hoc Corrmittees' report on University Governance by
a 63 - 29 vote, including mailedin ballots, which IIEalilS that a
"No Accept" recomrendation will be
forwarded to Dr. Macl.ecxi.
On Feb. 24, a 'Revision of the
, .Ad Hoc Governance Comm.ttee Draft'
embodyingthe major changes that it's
authors 'The Writing Team' felt were
inperative.
The issue is, essentially , that
of philosophy. The green sheet and
the I Governance Corrmi ttee : treat
the issue i o. two d:i.stinct and _equally
valid IIEthods within their own context.
The Governance Corrmittee Iocurnent ·assurres the University is a
conmunity; and the Administrators ,
Faculty, and Students corrponents of
that mole: the Faculty teaches,
the Students learn; and the Administrator s
It contends that, realistically,
a representative governIIEnt as proposed by the Green Sheet docurrent~
is detriIIEntal to the university
corrmunity, for it sets up an advisory
system, factionalizing the faculty,
students and administratiors. A
representative governIIEnt would, if
augrrented, have a vested interest
in each and every decision of the
administrator.
Under the advisory ooncept, the
president would, by virtue of etique,
oonsult the advisory council on any
issue of irrportance, and arrred with
the rE:_comrendations of that body,
make a decision; since the oouncil ·
has no vested interest (decision
making power) in the presidents decisions, its recormendation would
be the feelings of the University
Ccmnunity.
Thus the President, in making
the decision, must contend with- all
oonponents of the University as well
as the Higher-ups. The Chancellor
and the Board ot Trustees. He msut
walk the tight-rope of University
politics by avoiding adverse reartions and the Image.
. cont. on page 3
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Senate President Arsenault Discussed the problems with the Governance
Draft and the Assembly Sunday.

Student Senate
To Endorse
Committee
The Gorham Student Senate
will formally endorse the concepts contained within the Ad
Hoc Cormnittee on University Governance's report today and send a
wriiten message to Dr. MacLeod 1
urging his acceptance of the document, the OBSERVER learned Sunday.
Darryl Arsenault, Senate President, will meet with the Executive
Board to draft a formal resolution
and with Senate approval forward the
message.
The Senate's move contradicts
the predominately faculty-run College Assembly move rejecting the document and supporting the "Green"
sheet. The Assembly had only minimal student support in its move·
and Senate rebuttal of their move
was irmninent.
It is hoped that the proposal
will be ready for delivery at this
afternoon's Assembly meeting, but
no confirmation was received on
that possibi~ity.

In it ...

The OBSERVER !s assisting in a
drive to send letters to North ,
Vietnam urging the release of ·
American prisoners.
.
We ~ould appreciate your help
by writing a letter and putting it
in any one of the red and blue boxes
arounq campus • . Thank you.

Curtis-Knox
Forward Plan
A st ude nt proposal fo r.. an al ternative academic was presented to
the UMPG this past week. Drawn up
by Kenneth Curtis and Dick Knox, it
divides the year into two semesters
of 14 and 15 weeks respectively-. It
differs from the majority report of
the calender committee in that the
second semester would begin January
10, not January 31, and end on May
.5 instead of May 27.
The calender year reads:
Fall Semester--1971
Sept. 8-11
Frosh Orientation
Sept. 10
Final Registration
Sept. 13
Classes Begin
Nov. 25-26
Thanksgiving Recess
Dec. 16
Classes End
Dec. 17-23
Finals
Dec. 24-Jan. 12
Semester Break
Spring Semester--1972
Jan. 10
Final Registration
Jan. 12
lasses Begin
March 6
Spring Recess
April 28
Classes End
May 1-5
Finals
"The short semester break is more
logical as most students could not
find work at this time of year, the
students stated.
"The extra time at the beginning
of summer would be an added asset .
in se~uring a job and also extra
earnings through a long summer break,"
they added in support of a long
summer break.
In talking with Ken Curtis, we
found that arg-u@m~nts against the
early recess were not that frequent
and many students supported the op portunity to work a long summer.
Curtis also felt that this would
be a move toward a possible tri-mester setup at UMPG; a move taken by
many larger institutions in recent
years.
11
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Assemhly'S Rejection of Ad Hoc COmmittee's
Document ·Shows Philosophical Split at Gorham
The College Assembly held a meeting essentially that of two differing philMonday, March 4, at 12:30. The primosophies, each adressing itself to the balance of power.
ary and singular issue on the workproblem of governance in a valid _way.
8ecause the major commitment to tbe
ing adgenda was the ratifcation of
And the battle o~ the philosophies
University is that of the faculty,
the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee
centers around two key points of con- · the Senate would be composed of a
on University Goverance.
tention:
majority of faculty, 25; a number o.f
Proffessor Fish proposed a resoll) What is the University?
students, 12; and a few administrators,
ution to affirm the Assembly's power
2) What is the role of the administra- 4 or 5. Because the faculty has the
to recommend policy for the president tor in the University?
greatest investment of time and energy
of UMPG, which carried.
The Petrucce 11 i document begins with
and, further, because they have the
Professor Phillip Rutherford motion- the assumption that the University is
best notion of what is best for them
ed that the as?embly vote to accept/
a community and the faculty, students, and the whole University; the student
reject the Goverance document, which
and administrators equal and inseparable has an important stake but he hasn't
was passed. William Slavick made a
parts of that community whole: the ·
the training to take an equal role
precedural motion that the vote be
faculty teaches; the students learn;
in making the decisions, but the admade by a secret ballot and the ballots and the administrators bridge the gap, ministrator, being little more than
cast at the meetina be counted and
making the classroom experience
a paper pusher, should have little say .
announced · immediately it carried.
possible .
The proponents of the Petruccelli
The vote by secret ballot was 40
The main body of the University is
Document argue that such a body, a
to reject and 12 to accept, the mail
the Advisory Council, charged with
legislative body, would have vested
count to be announced later.
making recommendations to the president interestsin the decisions of that
Prof. Rutherford introduced a motion on matters presented i't. On an important body, relegating the president to
that the Assembly urge the president
issue the president, as a matter of
Chief Paper-pusher, and worse 1 relieveto accept no document that didn ' t
political common sense, would consult
ing him of the responsibility for
incorporate the philosophy and major
the Council, and armed with its recommen his decision. Further, such a body
features of the Green Sheet Document, dation,would make his decision, knowwould represent each group as factions
Revised, or- any other document that
ing that to raise the wrathof the stu- lobbying for the interest 'of the respechas not received the majority approv- dents and faculty has, in the past,
tive group, primarily, thus factionalal of the Portland Campus Council
been disastorous, as well as contending izing the body, and distroyinf the conand the Gorham College ~ssembly.
with the "Higher-Ups"- the Chancellor
cept of the University-as-community.
The following discussion hr.ought out and the Board of Trustees,ultimately
The Petruccelli proponents state
the major diffrences between•the two
the voters of the State (the great ship that the faculty, with the autonomy
documents; the Ad Hoc Report supporting of academia stays afloat on the good
of the department and school/college
a "monolithic structure"; the Green
relations with the electorate, the bond do not need representation, as such,
Sheet Document allowing all the eleissue.)
in the decision-making of the adminiments of the University to participate
T_he president would, in effect, be
stration; and that, in fact, the real
in the decision , making, providing an
walking the tight-rope of University
salvation from the slings and arrows
effective method of recourse.
politics , wa ry of anyth i ng that would
of Corthell Hall (if there is such a
The Green Sheet Document had the
rock the -wire, or bring a smear on the thing anymore) will come through the
support in the Assembly' , however its
all-important Image of the University. faculty doing thetr jobs: teaching.
authors stated that the document needed The opponents of the Petruccelli
And, too, to give the faculty and stur-efining before it could be considered document take a totally different view
dents a political voice in the admin:for the body's official support.
of the Goverance issue. Because the
istrative affairs would detract from
Motions for the transmission of the administrator is expedient and because their real concern: the classroom.
minutes. of the Assembly's minutes and he works on a situation ethic, there
. In any case, the Assembly's rejectrecommendation to the president and
nust be a check OA his decision-making ion of the Ad Hoc Committee's Report
the Portland Campus Council were made power:- That check
is _ the University will be reaffirmed or reevaluated at
and passed. The meeting adjourned
Senate. On any and all issues the Sethis afternoon in Hastings Formal
after a discussion on the projected
nate would be given the power to over- Lounge; the lid will either be
date of the next, revised, version of ride the decisions of the president
clamped or blown off, as the Camous
the Green document.
by a majority vote of two-thirds of
Council at Portland has given its
The battle of the Goverance documents the body. The Green Sheet Gang's answer approval to the document as well as
is not a wholly..- political ·one. but,
to the goverance problem is a political both student senates.
It will be,interesting

Observer Plans
Letter Boxes
On Monday, March 15, the Observer will begin collecting letters
urging the release of all Americans
being held as Prisoners of War in
North Viet Nam. If you would like
to help, please write a letter demanding the following:
1. That the names of all Americans held be released.
2. Humane treatment of all
those being held.
3. The return home of all prisoners, star-ting immediately with
the sick and disabled.
Please make an effort to write
a letter. It will only take a few
minutes of your time which isn't
much considering the suffering
the prisoners and their families
are being put through right this
minute.
Boxes will be set up in the cafeteria, student lounge, Bailey Hall
and Corthell Hall. Please help .
Janice Garfi

Lighthouse Goes
On Sale Today
The Second issue of Lighthouse
will go on sale today at UMPG, and
we must say it is far better than
the first issue.
The layout has improved innnensely as Mike Caron has interspaced
poetry, wood cuts, photographs, and
prose quite well. An excellent editorial by a sixth grade student appears on Page 10; off campus theatre
is discussed in "Notes On The Blackbird Theatre" on page 25; an especially strong picture appears on
page 15.
The staff inserted cuts and
prints of lighthouses throughout
the magazine with the most impressive being that on the Contents
page.

The writers include Ken Rosen,
Richard Grossinger, Jim Lewishon,
Charles O'Reilly, Mike Selkin,
Richard Coffin, and Charles Swett.
The poem by Coffin on page
17 was striking---simple in design
but disturbing in thought. Selkin
follows on pages 18 and 19 with
his own rnasteroiece regarding
a "Letter written on the Back of
a Paper Fish". " ••• Today is boy I s
festival in Japan." weaves the scene
~etween New York and the Eastern
culture---I liked it.
I reconnnend that you pick up
your own copy in the Lounge at Gorham or the information booth at Portland. Then judge for yourself.

.
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Student Affairs Office:
More Than a Name

'Ihe College Assembly adopted
the following:
WHEREAS, the College Assembly of
the ••• Gorham carrpus operates under
a constitution approved by the Board
of Trustees of the University of
~
Maine, and
"Corthell Hall, in the opinion
WHEREAS, this constitution declares
of too many students, is a no-no;
that "The govenurent of the instituparticularly if you want any help,"
tion of higher learning should reflect declared Acting Dean of Students
the rreaningful participation of all
Maurice Littlefield. The Office of
segrrents of the academic comnunity,
Student Affairs is charged with the
the students, the faculty, the admimission of helping students in any
nistration, and the Board of Trustees, way possible, but ha-s fallen short
and,
of its goal. The hows &·whys proved
WHEREAS, this constitution pennits
to be more complex than to be merely
the College Assembly to recannend
administrative incompetency or lack
policy to the president, and
of money.
WHEREAS, the developerrent of gover"Inadequate" was Littlefield's
nance procedures for the University
appraisal of Student Affairs. Why?
of Maine at Portland-Gorham that
It is well staffed but it is more
would supplant this oonstitution is
than that. The students infrequently
an irrportant change in policy, now,
don't even know what administrator
therefore,
to go to for their needs, much less
BE IT RESOLVED, that the College
what the administrator does.
Assembly asserts its rights under its
Littlefield explained exactly
constitution to consider the governance who does what in Student Affairs
docrnrent proposed by the Petruccelli
· this year. First, the Dean of Stu ..
Conmittee and to make its recornrendadents: He is charged with coordinations known to the President of the
ting the operation of the office
University of Maine at Portland"facilities and the total functioning.'
Gorham.
Littlefield sees his role as that of
In the ensuing vote, the preliminary ballot gave the Green Forces
an strong 40-12 lead, and the official
final result was 63-29 voting to reject the Ad Hoc Conmittee's report.
The Assembly thus was the only
governing body to cast a negative
vote at the Ad Hoc Conmittee's recornnendations. Friday the carrpus
Council accepted the following resolution by a 13-7 ffi3.rgin:
That the carrpus Council recarnrends that the governance docurrent is generally acceptable provided
that President Macleod shange the
arrendrrent procedures to make arrendrrent easier.
The School of Law accepted the
philosophy of the report by a 14-1
m3.rgin while at the Council rreeting
the Portland Student Senate reaffirrred
its support of the docurrent.
The Gorham Student Senate is
expected to release a supporting
staterrent today and forward it to
Dr. MacLeod 1 s ·office by Tuesday.
NOTICE TO SENIORS WHO HAVE NOT YET
REGISTERED FOR GRADUA 'l ION-----

(

.

T1ie Commencement Committee and the
Registrar's office urgel!_tly need
information from which to prepare
your degree and to order caps and
gowns for ~ommencement.
Inrormation forms for this purpose
are located in Mr. Duso's office i~
Corthell Hall and the Student Senate
Office.
Information is needed from the following seniors:
Harland F, Almquist
Frederick E. Andrews
Leo T. Arsenault
Alan L. Aschoff
Barbara J. Brittain
James F. Burgess
Kenneth A. Cobb
Mary L. Cobb
Timothy Deemer
Kathleen R. Doughty
Gregory K. Fortie~
Robert Fournier
Warren G. Galway
Byron F. Greatorex

Duane Lancaster
Richaz:d Luksza
Paul Marshall
Lorraine Morang
Carmel Morin
Jay Nedeau
James O'Donnel
James Page
Constance
Ramsdell
Rachel M. Roy
Bonny Sellick
Kerry S. Walters
George Williams
Thomas Boisvert

a "long range planner" as oppossed
to dealing solely in daily problems.
Under him is Student Activities,
its mission being "to aid and encourage students in developing their interests in extra-curriculaw activi- ·
ties" which includes government, entertainment, Winter Carnival, and
so on.
The Housing Office administers
the total living unitand "provides

the living-learning experience."
The Dean of Financial Aid "provides the student with the kind of
financial services he needs to help
him meet most of his obligations."
Moe admits that in this area there
is too little money for the number
of students who need and seek aid.
The Placement Office at UMPG
is relatively new, and "aids students
in finding work." It primarily deals
with on campus jobs.
The Health Services---Doctors,
nurses, and aides---were termed
as "inadequate."
Student Affairs does "what we
resolve to do personally, individually,
collectivell_y," he continued. Re ..
sources "are not the most important .
problem for the SA worker. People's
ideas, people's willingness to extend
themselves above and beyond the normal is where Student Affairs can
really do _its job ·. "
The major problem is that SA
is, "separated too far from theeducational process. We have succeeded in isolating ourselves from
and against the student ••• We lose
the forest for the paper work. And,
too, a fear of being personally wrong."
The university is a place where
anyone can learn if he has the desire
and sees its role as establishing
"the priciple for living for tomorrow" and its greatest achievement as
changing men's minds.

Better Understanding a l(ey
St. Louiq, Mo.-(1,E,)-The chairman-elect of the American Conference of Academic
Deans recently called for a program to give academic administrators in colleges
and universities a better understanding of black students' attitudes and feelings.
The Rev. J. Barry McGannon, S.J., dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at
St. Louis University, proposed a series of week-long workshops for dea ns,
department chairmen and selected faculty members to be established through
the American Council on Education, working in cooperation with other national
educational organizations.
·
The workshops would be designed "to produce understanding and appreciation of
the feelings and attitudes of black and other minority students and to provide
constructive approaches to meeting their educational needs, not in term~ of
programs but in terms of attitudes, 11 he said.
Father McGannon proposed that the workshops would use case studies, role playing and "face to face contact with blacks," in their programs.
"The deans, department chairmen and faculty in colleges and universities in
this country are ·charged with the day to day implementation of what is rightly
a national policy," Father McGannon said, "But so far as I know, no concerted
national effort has been made to assist them to understand the realities of
implementing that policy."
Speaking of his conviction of the necessity for such programs, Father McGannon
said, "I am convinced that there is nothing in my background that prepares me
for more than beginning to understand cultur~l pluralism and its relations to
higher education, nothing which enables me to feel with empathy the way a black
student feels.
"I do not believe thi s is ill will on my part. It is not a lack of desire to
understa nd the situation and to act a ccordingly."
He spoke at an Institute for Academic Deans sponsored by the American Council
on Education at St. Louis Universityvs Fordyce Hous e. Some 45 deans from across
the United States ••• attended the five-day institute.
Father McGannon stressed the need for white academic administrators to have a
program for "coming to appreciate and understand the situation of the minority
student, particularly the black student."

EDITORIALSThe Disease Is Fear

Observer Endorses

It would appear that, on the ·
surface at 1€ast, all talk about
communication (a blissful pun in
itself) is finally paying off
Calender Plan
Words and phrases as interpersonal relationship and ability
to relate are on the upswing.
Dick Knox and Ken Curtis, two
Sensitivity sessions and encountGorham campus undergraduates, will
er groups are springing up from
present their own recommendations
Maine to Florida, with a few on
along with petitions to the CQmpus
the West coast and ,at least one
community this week regarding the
at Indiana University (in the
proposed academic calender for the
grad school). Communication is
1971-72 school year.
the byword of the day, the key
Their proposal calls for a 14
to success and progress. Is this
and 15 week semester setup ( Fallgood? Yes. Is it working? We don't
Spring respectively). The differknow for certain.
ence is that the spring semester
,My general impression of
would begin on January 10 and run
sensitivity sessions is not a
through May 5. They have suggested
good one. That they are useful
that the Intercession for 1972 was
and helpful, I agree. That peoeliminated because it would not be
ple . are reall~ attending them
beneficial to the vast majority of
and understanding them for what
the students--especially resident
they are, is another matter.· The
students. In calling for an early
simple fact is that sensitivity
recess, they have not cut down the
sessions and encounter groups
.number of class weeks as suggested
are only a means to an end, and
by the Calender Committee but instead have moved the academic semes- that many of the people involved
in them don't seem to understand
ter back three weeks.
this. Instead, they see the group
The four month summer session
as an end in itself. Comments as
could serve a dual purpose. l. It
It was wonderful and. we ll have
would allow for an extended period
to try that again really soon are
in which UMPG students could earn
money they use in paying for their - indicative of this fact. Sensitivieducation. For an out of state stu- ty sessions, in the end, become one
more outlet for the citizen with an
dent, that will come to a minimum
increase in leisure time, when the
$2000(!) per year flat fees. 2. It
fact of the matter is that we must
would provide for sufficient time
begin to govern our entire lives by
to introduce the trimester system
the things we learn in these groups.
at UMPG. Thus students could take
There are those who would ua full semester's load every summer
tilize the new corrmunication thing
and eventually graduate in slightly
for other,les~ noble, purposes. Beover two and one half years.
The OBSERVER endorses the Curtis--Knox Proposal, and we urge its
endorsement by the student _body and
the Student Senate. We encourage
Dr. Macleod to seriously study this
third proposal and to accept it over
the other two submitted.

Knox-Curtis
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The College Assembly regressed
into their own little world last Tuesday when it chose to cling to the
concept of faculty rule for as long
as it can by a vote of 40-12 (later
finalized at 63-29).
We wish it had given up the
struggle long ago instead of openly
stating it (the faculty) preferred
to think of administrators as enemy
and that the faculty are the ones
who should govern the university.
The Slavicks and the Fishes
will accuse the OBSERVER and the
Student Senate of selling out once
~more to the Portland campus, but
we see it as co - operation with other
students within the same academic
connnunity. If we had sold out, it
would have been by accepting the
"Green Gang" sheet and the principles
wi thin it .
Thus the separate governments
for students and facul ty will end,
UMPG will have one functioning governing body, and facul t y and students
will sit as equals on the reconnnending Council of the University.
It's a long way from three
years ago and the fight against
even the token student representa- ~
tic>'n on the Assembly.

ware of people who open a new relationship with I want us to be completely honest with each other, to
have no secrets etc. Face it,
would you buy a used car from a man
like that? Also, simply because the
centers for increased communications are usually in metropolitan
areas, it does not mean that people in our own areas are not capable of such underhandedness.
For the past several weeks
this paper has stressed the need
for increased communications and
has seen results, of a sort. Much
of the communication witnessed has
either immediately shown itself to
be of a cursory nature ( I m your
friend, kid or, after a period
of time had elapsed, insincere
Did I say that? Well, don't
quote me out of context
People,
your lives are at stake. Man is, _
after all, an agrarian animal-:-This
does not mean that he farms for a
living. It does mean that, as we
know him, he is a social animal and
that, outside of this framework, he
becomes something else, something
that might be called less than human. In order to continue to exist
as man he must, then, learn to run
with the pack at least once during
is life. His existence is dependent
on his fellow man almost as much as
it is on the physical environment.
Wouldn't it be nice if he reallly
knew his fellow man?
The disease, friends, fs paranoia,and not without cause. The cure
is sincerity, and not without its
price.
BEC .
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Be it war, and the dove is dying;
Be it pollution and she must hide;
We can call it My Lai, or Fort
Benning or Saigon
Or the Hudson, or the Androscoggin,
or the Mississippi.
It's still the same,
and we did it •••
J. Thomas
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Campus Beat

PETER CATES

'~America's answer

i.Jts::itt<VtK

,,

This week I will discuss 'the
ket (the many factors to this issue
The annual Grammy Awards special
will be discussed in a later column) .
political hacks among the faculty
will be shown this Tuesday evening at
Here is my list of the 10 best
who might stick their heads out and ·
8:30 and I··thought this would be a
records of t he year:
seek a seat on whatever is left after good time to offer my own list of
Dr. MacLeod and the Chancellor re- .
nominees for what is considered by
l. Elton John : Elton John - Uni.
view the Governance recommendations.
many to be America ' s answer to t he
2. Roberta Flack : Chapter Two Grand Prix du Disque, although the
Our number one politico at this
Atlantic.
point seems to be the leader of the
success of many albums considered
3. Company - , Columbia. Best musi ~
on this program is based more on the
Green Gang, William Slavick. Having
cal of the decade.
number of copies sold rather than
allied the faculty with the students
4. Ralph Vaughan Williams: Symphony
the musical merits. One needs to
to protect us witless fools, the
No 5 - Serenade to Music - Boult,
Greenie leader is asking us to choose check the list of this week's T.V.
London Philharmonic - Angel.
Guide to notice the garbage that
our poison---"Hemlock or D-Con?" A
5. Harry Nilsson: Nilsson Sings
friend of everybody, Bill nev is will- will be voted on (Merle Haggard's
Newmon - RCA
"The Fightin' Side of Me", the sounding to lead us in our own charge of
11
Jefferson
Airplane : Volunteers
tracks
from
"Darling
Lili
and
"Let
6.
the Light Brigade. I hope he can perIt
Be",
Ray
Stevens
"Everything
Is
RCA.
Best
rock album of the
suade enough faculty to follow him.
year.
I can say in all truth that .Bill will Beautiful", the Partridge Family's
album, and the second album of ChiT. Laura Nyro: New York Tendaderry
represent a part of the faculty well.
cago
L[Here
ye
eds
ta
R
e
exception
to
- Columbia.
The number two man at Gorham
8.
Berlioz; Les Troyens - Philips.
Mr.
Cates---Chicago
was
Fabulous]).
is Ted Fish---Mr. Minority Report.
The
operatic event of the decade.
It
is
only
a
dismal
reflection
of
He 's the member of the calendar
the
high
quality
of
musical
taste
9.
Crosby,
Stills, Nash and Young :
committee trying to make the semesters
among
the
record
companies,
DJ's,
Deja
Vu
- Atlantic. A powerful
a hot issue. Dr. Fish is the town
musical
and
poetic synthesis of
the
average
record
buyer,
and
the
Democratic chainnan---in a Republican town. An advocate of faculty
the
turbulent
sixties.
members of the National Academy of
power, full faculty representation,
Recording Arts and Sciences . One
10. Satie: Piano Music - Masselos ,
and student tokenism, Ted would
also should consider the slump in
- RCA.
· the classical music sales which is
run very well in a faculty ballot.
Phil Rutherford, a good teacher
now only 5% of the total record marand eminently qualified (in the classroom), is the second member of the
Green Gang who I see as a political
force among the faculty. Phil, if
L
elected, would serve... .
1
Propelled into the spotlight
by the Green "giants" is Clifton
Giles, Jr. Brought out of the obscurity of the stacks by the altruistic
efforts of the GG, can he now take
Under the concepts outlined in the constitution of the Student Senate at
poli tical advantage of his new role
Gorham, the avowed purpose of the Senate has11 been 11 • • • to establ~sh and insure
as "folk hero" of UMG? we hope so;
the rights of all those whom it represents.
As part of this c, !ntr al pre-he would be one of the better staff
mise, it can be assumed that those whom the Senate represents 1re the members
members on the council.
of the student body at Gorham. Furthermore, very few, in any, students are
H.Draper Hunt, Portland faculty,
unaware of its existence and go through college
has been a Campus Council and has
life assumming the Senate is looking after their
been an advocate of refonn---giving
own interests.
students more than tokenism. The
However, this columnist found various reequation of him and Bill would be
servati ons about the true amount of the 11 effectinteresting.
iveness" of th.e Senate. So far this year, three
Phil Jagolinzer, Governance
members have been asked to resigned due to inCommittee turncoat, has gone with
eligibility and six others have have resigned
the winds too many t i mes to be ·
for other reasons. Concurrently with this fact,
· predictable, much less a student ally. there is the questi.on of exactly 'what the Stu ....
Abe Kern · and Haig Najarian of
. dent Senate has really done outside of sponsorPortland, are the two Math-Science
ing various concerts, lectures, and student repr ofessors who we hope to see joinlated activities. With the current amount of
ing the Light Brigade.
laxitude concerning the adoption of the proposed
Is the best thing that the comgovernance report as recommended by the Ad Hoc
bined PoGo student body can hope for '
Committee on University Governance, this precebe a Mexican standoff with the Faculty? ding question rises even more into the realm of
I feel we can do better but fear we
student concerns. The very fact that many of
might do worse.
the Senators have not of yet picked up their

Jm nair
• th e
E'f.~+.ecti·ven
-ess
J
by !nae ti·o n

FOUND ••.•

One ring, single band,
Contact Howard Allen, 301 Anderson

As Seen
By Holt

governance reports, and/or other materials connected with their Senate duties "[See photograph inserted within column]
indicates a degree of dedication which is much less than is expected of them.
Related to this is the high degree of non-attendence at Senate. This, coupled
with the aforementioned resignations, cannot help but impair ' the effectiveness of the Senate as a whole.
As of this date, the Gorham Senate has not yet acted formally on the
governance proposals. The Portland Senate has already acted with its own
(coN T. 8)

Poorl~ ,Gort! · ...,._,..,._.,.,.-.:,o
The brutes
are worse
than ever~

A11
unemployed
saint
called
Patrick.
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LETTERS
To T~e Campus Community:
In behalf of the Alumni Association I wish to thank Dick Dyer and
the members of the Student Senate
for their cooperation in several
important projects this year.
The Christmas "Observer" was a
joint effort of the Senate and the
Observer staff, This was the first
communication alumni of Gorham had
ever received from students. Written response was slight (most people write only when things are
wrong!), but I am sure the effect
was to make alumni feel that students
consider them still related to the
institution.
During the Winter Carnival, the
2300 alumni who are within 25 miles
of Gorham were invited to come and
show off the campus to their families. Enid Beedy made all the
arrangements (complete with refreshments). Although thi s affair was
literally a washout because of the
weather, just receiving such an
invitation give~ an alumnus a feeling of warmth.
The Senate members with whom I
have had occasion to work or talk
recognize the value of a strong
alumni body, I appreciate the time
Dick Dyer has spent discussing and
planning so that the relationship
between this organization and the
institution may be improved.
The greatest gift alumni anywhere
make is not visible and is not on
campus . It is the reputation ther
build for their alma mater through
excellence in their professions
and obvious pride in the institution where they were educated.
Any graduate who follows them can
profit from this gift.
But alumni do offer other valuable contributions. At a hearing
of the Ad Hoc Committee on the
Governance of UMPG, alumnus Staton
Curtis, Dean of Stu~ents of Boston
University, reminded the members
that universities look to alumni
to be an important link between the
past and the future. He sees alumni
as a source of support in several
areas: in recruitment, in public
relations and in legislation, as
well as in finances. . He is "appalled at the lack of knowedgeability of alumni with respect for
what is going on at the institution"
and feels that one of the best ways
to correct this condition. is to
"see alumni as an integral part" of
the institution.
There must be closer communication between the students of UMPG
and the alumni• of both campuses.
The result will surely be an organization of all graduates which
will not allow so great a resource
as alumni are to be lost to the
institution after graduation.
The leaders of the Gorham Alumni
Association look forward to whatever their role can be in developing
such an organization with UMPG
students and the Tri-Alumni Association of the Portland campus.
--Bertha F. Higgins
Executive Director
Gorham Alumni Association

Gentlemen:
Dear John,
Enclosed is a list entitled 20
Thank you for the concern anu
Ways to Stop Pollution. Please include interest you have shown for the stuit in your next publication as a public dents of this campus. This past
service,
weekend's concert was a well organized success. Unfortunately, the
student body for whom you worked
1. Walk and/or take a bus instead
failed
to appreciate and support
of your car.
your efforts such that ·you were left
2. Don't burn leaves.
3. Don!t use colored tissues, napat a financial loss.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

kins and other paper products.
The concet:tt could have been an
Dyes pollute streams both physjcally and visually.
enjoyable evening for ."all" •••
Thank you again,
Don't use disposable diapers.
Your friends
Use products in returnable containers whenever possible.
Plastic and aluminum containers
do not decompose and may last
A Thank You Note:
for decades •
'
A note of thanks to the TKE
Use products in plastic containpledge class for their construcers only if the containers are
tive efforts at cleaning the usually
reuseable.
messy student lounge. No thanks to
Don't flush unnecessary items
the usually messy students.
in the toilet, i.e. disposable
Thank you again,
diapers.
Your friends
Don't run water unnecessarily;
Don't use electricity unneces~
sarily.
Regulate the use of heating fuel
Jin your home. ,
Use phosphate-frse and enzymefree detergents. Biodegradables
which do not keep producing suds
are best.
Avoid products with excessive
wrapping.
Don't ldtter.
The Art Theatre on the Portland
Keep magazi-nes and newspapers
Carrpus of the University of Maine
for organizations that sponsor
at Portland-Gorham will present a
drives to . recycle these paper
theatrical program entitled "A Study
goods.
in Style" March 24 , 25, 26, and 27.
Avoid us ing home pe sticides and
'Iwo one-act plays, "Concentric Cirany other products which contain
cles" by Benjamin Bradford and "'Iwichemicals dangerous to humans,
light Crane" by Junji Kineshita will
animals, plants and air. _
Avoid prolonged exposure to noise . be perfonred in the Luther Bonney
Auditorium at 8 p.rn. each evening.
Most people don't realize that
noise is a form of pollution also. A special benefit performance for
the Children's Theatre will be of~
Support conservation efforts.
fered April 10 at 2 p.rn.
Avoid using products produced
"Concentric Circles" is an analby companies that continually
ysis of two aged sisters, one,cripviolate pollution laws.
pled and domineering, the other unVote on legislation involving
a f flicted and subrnissive. William
pollution. Keep informed on
P. Steele, assistant professor of
this issue.
speech, directs the production and
Write your senator and/or cofl-.
points
out that the characters are
gressman and ask him to sponsor
"living
alone together, always apart
anti-pollution legisl a,,t ion.

-

Portland Plans
Two Plays

Sponsored by the Service to the
Community Committee, Gorham Campus
Women, University of Maine Portland
-Gorham.
Endorsed by the Board of Directors,
State Biologists' Association.

THE LATE, LAMENTED GOD
Dean Richard Horchler
York Co 11 ege
of
The City University of New York
Luther Bonney Auditorium
Fri day, March 26, 1971
1 P.M.
Portlacd. Campus
UMPG
Lecture sponsored by the Philosophy
Department of UMPG ...

Fred Did It
Fred Ream drew out The Bard
1etteri ng ...

but in concentric circles."
Appearing in the play are Sandra
Bagley, Nancy Dyrrent, and Alex Diarron, all of Portland.
Thomas Power, assistant progessor of speech, will direct "'Iwiµ.ght
Crane," a play in the Kabuki tradition. Power notes that ,tt is based
upon a Japanese legend, but carries.
a universal theire concerning man's
conflict between his material desires
and his spiritual values.
The production will feature
Linda Lavada of Cq.pe Elizabeth, James
Grady of Gorham, L. Jay Gould and
Debbie Wilson of Portland, Michael
Hjort of Saco, and Barbara Kelly of
Yanrouth.

Girl, age 23, looking for another
neat, responsible girl to share
large modern mobile home with. Includes all utilities, phone, T.V.,
kitchen, & parking. Located 5 miles
from Groham. Will consider person
with one child. Contact immediatly
A. Wiggen, 10 Stewart St., Portland.
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RA .Post Re-Evaluated ,For 1972
A rronth ago a ccmnittee was
fonred to re-evaluate the position
of the Resident Assistant on the
Gorham carrpus. This camri.ttee comprised of a representative house
di~ector, student housing office
administrator, all RA's, all Resi¢lent Student Governrre.n.t rrembers,
and student residents. Since the
first meeting the camri.ttee has
been working with the problem of
"what a resident assistant should
be and 'Whether or not they are necessary.
A Resident Assistant should
serve mainl y as a source person
'Who should keep floor records and
do minor counciling. He should
not act as a di sciplinarian. A

requirement reccmrended for next
year's RA's should be a two week
training program held in the surnner. Also the RA' s should be hired
by the semester, not by the year.
With these facts about 'What the
role of the .Resident Assistant should
be, the comnittee has cone up with
possible proposals for each individual do:rm in accordance to its CM1
needs.
Andrews Hall: One housemother on
the first floor to act as adminis ~
trator and advisor to the dorm standard s board. A graduate student on
each of the other two floors, acting as councilors.
Anderson Hal l: One house director ,

OBSERVER

who is a graduate student, to act
as administrator and disciplinarian.
One graduate assistant to do
counciling.
A strong house government to act
as liason between studeyits and administration.
Robie Hall: One resource person.
This dorm will be exclusively for
Juniors, Seniors, graduate students,
and special cases (age).
Towers A and B: One house director
to act as administrator and disciplinarian.
Four Resident Assistants per
tower.
Two graduate assistants (one
male, one female) for counciling.
Upton-Hastings Halls: One housemother as administrator.
One Graduate Assistant for counciling.
A strong house committee to enforce floor discipline.

Please rerrember 'When reading
these donn set-ups that all of this
is just tentative. You, as residents,
have the option of changing these
proposals. The Resident Assistant
Re-evaluation Comnittee is holding
-an ~ hearing, Thursday night,
March 18th, at 7 p.m. in Hastings
Formal I.Dunge. If you have any
objections to the above proposals
for any of the dorms, please attend.
Or if you have any better ideas, cone
and present them. Keep in mind that
this is your canpus and you do have
a say in 'What goes on here. So,
please cone and give us your support
or_your suggestions for a better
set-up .

Committee Structure Set up
State Legislature

I

Board of Trustees

I

Chancellor

I

President
University Council

I

Faculty
Affairs
Conunittee
~

I

~
Five Pennanent

Administrator
Affairs
Committee

1
1

I

I

Student Affairs
Conunittee

Ad Hoc Corrnnittees

Take two individual colleges, separated by miles geographically and ideologically, and totally fuse them. Quite a chore,
right? 'Ihat was the task of the
Ad Hoc Comnittee on University Governance. ·
What did they do? What do all
those reports nean'? IX> they nean
anything to you? IX> you knCM
we're here?
'!he -Governance Report establishes a structure for governrrent of the university. All p<:Mer
ultimately cares -from the people,
but through channels. _Beginning
with the legislature, power over
the school is delegated to the

Standing Conunittees

J

Judiciary
Connnittee

Advisory Conunittee
for Innovative
Learning Practices

I

Proc edural
Review
Connnittee

Advisory Committee
for Research

Board of Trustees, 'Who in tum
pass sorre on to the Chancellor,
who allows college presidents sone
degree of autona.mY ._ Under the
president:-f s the University Council
'Which serves to advise the president with its faculty-studentadministrator makeup and b«:>
standinq conmittees.
Five penranent standing committees report directly to the
president. (Although all committees have recourse to the
chancellor and Board of Trustees,
special provision is made for
corrmmication between the Student Affairs Conmittee and the
chancellor and Board of Trustees.)

Basic Chart
to Shoiv
You Where
Power Lies
The University Council has
jurisdiction in matters of genetal university welfare. The Stuc•.e nt Affairs Cernnittee will function much like the current Student
Sa"lq_te . '!here are sorre areas in
'Whioo the Counc±l and Student Affairs Conmittee will overlap
duties, in which case they may
proceed independently or the Studernt Affairs Corrmittee may defer.
'!he College Assembly referred
to in the Governance docurrent is
not the all-school Assembly you
may nCM knCM, but is an organization within a school or college.
'Which acts as an intra- disciplinary forum.
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TKE Pledges
Scrub Lounge
In answer to the recent article
in The OBSERVER concerning the conditions in the student lounge, the
TKE pledge class undertook a cleanup campaign on Sunday night, March
14th.
Arrred with brocms , rrops , and
dust cloths, the pledges swept an_d_
rropped the floors, scrubbed the walls,
and washed all the tables in the
lounge.
Arrong those working were Torn
Gross, Dean Sisson, Bob Rhoades,
Bob caswell, John Craige, Mark PC>W-"
ers, Paul Rice, Ray Mathieu, Dan
Stearns, and Bob Holden.

Casco
Country
Store
Mr. "G" Shopping Center

Gorham

Sporting Goods
School Supplies

Clothing

Tufnau Players
----------------------------------Loveitt Opens
Here Tuesday
Holt (cont.)
recommendations. The Campus Council
at Portiand has affirmed the document
as acceptable. The only area of resistence and inaction has been at
Gorham. There is no question but
that the acceptance of the new. CJovernment is hinged on Gorham action.
Yet the students own representatives
have not bothered to take action on
the matter! Is this passive act to
continue? Are certain Senators going to continue to ignore their
duties? Is the Senate going to sit
on its hind end waitng to be dissolved? Perhaps it might be better for
students here to see the present.
Senate resign en masse rather than
to be a passive relique of the past
segregation of students, faculty,
and administrators.
Each student who reads this column is asked to think about the preceding questions. Each should remember that the lack .of action by
the Senate on governance could result
in a potential reduction in student
voice in government next year. The
desire had to be present i~ adequate
representation is going to exist at
all.

TKE

The puzzle of the week---what
does Bert the Chimney-Sw~ep and Frater John Chabot have in common culminating in this week's Troll Award?
TKE's are planning the first
SPRING CRUISE of Casco Bay on April
24th from 8 pm to 12 pm with a band
on board. This is sure to be as an
11
intoxicating 11 experience as our Fall
cruise was. Tickets will be on sale
after vacation at $4.50 per couple.
This past weekend fraters of
.Lambda Delta chapter went to Husson
College in Bangor to defend their
last year's -fourth place finish in
the TKE basketball tourney. Eight
chapters participated as TKE's did
a remarkable job---at the party which
was held there!
On sale soon will be a joke book that
fraters are compiling-containing the
best jokes and anecdotes of fraters,
faculty and administrators.
Congratulations go to frater
George Guthro and Miss Cindy Grubb
who became pinned recently.

Relations Course

Burleigh P. IDveitt, lecturer
in social and psychological subjects
for the Continuing Education Division
at the University of Maine at Portland-Gorham, will teach a course in
Human Relations at the Portland campus beginning Wed. , March 17 • The
class will :ireet for 10 Wednesday
evenings at 7 p.rn.
The course will errphasize human
relations as applied to industry,
advertising, salesmanship and management. INcluded is a survey of the
psychological :irethods and tests used
when selecting ways to train workers.
IDveitt, a graduate of Mass.
State College at Fitchburg, earned
a master of education degree from
the University of Maine in 1957 and
is currently taking post--m:i.sters
courses at Boston University. A
staff irember of the Cooperative Extension Service ~t the Portland campus, he is responsible for pronnting
adult education in local urban areas.
He has had substantial experience
in :personnell and guidance work.
In addition to teaching courses in
ai;:plied psychology for business
people, he has inaugurated an annual
course in pre-retirement education
for older errployees at the University.

PHI MU

The Turnau Opera Players will
perform M:)zart's "Abduction Fran
The Seraglio" in English, Tuesday,
March 16 on the Gorham campus of
the University of Maine at PortlandGorham.
"Seraglio" is the 14th of 22
operas written by M:)zart, and is considered his finest. The setting for
the opera is early 18th century Turkey, and is concerned with Belrroni!e's
efforts to secure the release of his
beloved Contanza fran the Pasha who
purchased her from Barbary pirat~s.
First presented in 1782, lllozar t
wrote the opera while waiting for
permission to marry his fiancee, like
the heroine, named Constanza.
The Turnau Opera Players is one
of the rrost active professional opera
carpanies in the United States. It
was originated in 1955 as a pioneer
atterrpt to prove that opera could
be an essential and enjoyable part
of life in the United States as it
is in Europe. To this end the company has presented rrore than 600
performances of 85 operas to hundreds
of thousands of people from coast
to coast.
Curtain ti:ire for the production
is 8 p.rn. in Russell Hall on the
Gorham ~ampus.

Alpha Xi Delta

Alpha Xi Delta held its annual
The sisters of Phi Mu hive been
·Rose Dance March 6th at the Stack
participating in rush activities for
'em Inn in Bridgeton. It was a
the past week. Last Monday they
success enjoyed by almost all of
staged an Exercise Party jointly
our sisters.
with the sisters of Alpha Xi Delta.
Janice Ranta, one of our Senior
We then presented a sundae - making
sisters, was pinned last week.
party on Thursday evening in HastElections were held last week
ings pajama lounge.
and the following sisters ·were elected:
Our preference party is being
President---Linda Penkalski; Vice Prehandled by Sue Qui 11 ·, who is membersident---Sue Jewell; Recording Secreship chairman. Any girl interested
tary---Peggy Foote; Treasurer---Patti
in rushing who has not been to the
-Waye; Membership Chairman---Bethany
previous parties should contact a
Baxter; Pledge Trainer---June Sorensister of Phi Mu.
son; Corresponding Secretary---Diane
To see the sports event of the
LaPointe; Assistant Treasurer--~Betyear be sur~ to be in the women's
sy Lovejoy,; Qui 11 Chai rman---Marilyn
gym on Tuesday evening (Mar. 16) to
Rebne; Journal Correspondent--see the sisters of Phi Mu and Alpha
Cherie Burningham; Chaplain---Donna
Xi Delta play against the WLOB High
Roy; Historian---Doris Dufour; and
Hoopers. We intend to make sure
Mar~hal---Nancy Lariviere.
that their string of losses remains
The activities of spring rush
unbroken!
have begun. We have had our Theme
Don't forget to save your money
for our sale of' b'eer mugs and glasses. Party and Preference Party aY)d are
all looking forward to new pledges
Orders will be taken during the week
with anticipation.
of April 5.
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War of WorIds
Tonight
H.G. Wells' famous science-fiction thriller about the Martians
invasion of earth will be shown in
Bailey Auditorium tonight by the
Gorham Film Society.
The War of the Worlds, made ,n
1953, stars Gene Barry and was shot
in color and cinemascope. The New
York Times bestowed high praiseon
the crew technicians for their work
in creating a visually exciting film.
The show starts at 7:30, admission is 50¢.
This screening is part of the
Student Film Festival being presented on Monday nights. The series
continues next Monday with Sherlock
Junior, a Buston Keaton film.
There will be a meeting of the
Student Education Association this
Wednesday, March 17, at 4 pm in Room
304 Bailey. Election of officers
will be held. ALL interested Education majors of UMPG are invited to
attend.
DRAMA CLUB MEETING
There will be a meeting of the Drama
Club regarding the Yale trip TONIGHT
at 6:30 in Russell Hall ...

Here to
Help Us

OBSERVER

Portland Course
9pens Tuesday

Business people who use charts
and
graphs in their work can learn
Probably one of the least pubthe
best
graphic fonn for their busilized results of the merger, as of
ness
purposes
in a course being ofthe beginning of this semester, was
fered
by
the
Continuing
&lucatiorr
the arrival of George Van Amberg at
Division
on
the
Portland
carrpus of
the Gorham carrpus. When I asked him
the
University
of
Maine
at
Portlandwhat his title was, he laid he had
Gorham beginning Tuesday, March 16.
none. He was here simply "to give
David B. Hopkinson, UMPG associthe students what they don't have"
ate
professor of general engineering,
-a means of conveying their ideas and
will teach the basics of graphics
desires directly to the administrawith errphasis on drafting techniques
tion. He is an instrurrent to be
and lettering styles comronly used
used by the students to initiate any
in the preparation of charts and
activity to effect a change on this
graphs.
As the course progresses ;'
carrpus. Some pending activities althere
will
be a detailed study of
ready in the planning stage ai:;e a
the
nost
effective
way to display
pub, located in the old student lounge,
observed
data
and
projected
trends.
a concession stand in the new stuClasses
will
be
held
one
evendent lounge, and possibly an effecing
a
week
from
7:00
9:30
p.m.
for
tive corrrnunications system. These
eight
weeks.
Lectures
and
denonare examples of ideas presented by
strations will be followed by drawconcerned students. Willing to work
ing room practice in the design and
for any idea proposed by the students,
layout of practical problems.
Mr. V "would like to wake the students
Hopkinson was awarded B. S . , M. E .
up out here and give them what they
and
P.E.
degrees from the University
have coming to them."
of Maine, and he earned an M. S . degree fran the University of Verrront.
He has been a member of the faculty
at the Portland carrpus since 1959.

Music Camp

Set for Gorham

.
Carnival Bustles
To ward Opening

Anewkindofmusiccarrpfor
high school students is scheduled
•
to open its doors this Slllffi'er at the
Gorham canpus of the University of
Maine at Portland-Gorham,
Under the direction of Dr. F.
The concertina whistles merrily
Kent Canpbell, associate professor
and hilarity reigns as the Carnival
of Music at UMPG, the program will
cast works nightly through serious
center on close teacher/learner reThe unanimous report of the
rehearsals in preparation for the
lationships with attention to the
Joint English Curriculum Connnittee,
April 16th opening.
individual musicians.
reconnnending major revisions in the
Carniva± is by no means an
According to Dr. Carrpbell nost
English major programs and course
ordinary shO",v. Set within a circus,
of the well established carrps
offerings, was released by chairit becomes a shO",v within a shO",v.
throughout the northeast base their
man Michael Selkin recently.
This presents an added challenge to
programs on large performing organiAffecting most students will be
all participating, and the carnival
zations such as bands of 100 players
changes in the course offerings.
cast is meetin it with energy and
or nore, with rehearsals and techThe frosh program will consist of
nique classes meeting in large groups. determination.
an optional non-credit writing labAlways a must for a carnival is
"we intend to develop four areas
oratory, a College Writing Course,
jugglin, performed by the Treehouse
of activity which are either conpleand an introduction to Literature,
. Players' specialists--Randy Judkins
tely neglected or receive minor
with each section offering a difand Lars Jonassen. More special tal treabrent at the large band carrpus,
ferent program. A variety of semients to be seen are roller-skating
he said. "Instruction and perfornars in literature will be available
and unicycling. Magic will be, of
mance j-ri.11 be provided (1) in small
without prerequisites; sample titles
course, the speciality of Marco the
standard ensembles, such as quartets
include Chaucer; Shakespeare; Selected and quintets; (2) in honogeneous
Magician, played by Daniel Lakeman.
Plays; Restoration Drama; Coleridge,
Choreographer Ruth Gibson has
instrurrental choirs of brass, woodPater, and Eliot; Satire; and Black
designed a series of lively and acrowind and percussion; and (3) in conLiterature.
batic dance numbers for the entire
cert wind ensemble for all instruEnglish majors must complete
cast. Led by lead dancers Deborah
ments."
at leas~ 36 hours of credi t before
Holmes. Brenda Mills, Diana Nedeau,
"The fourth aspect," he said,
they graduate, 3 of those being a
Charles Grindle, Phil Benner, and
"is the nost important. 'We feel
major paper approved by two instrucDavid Javor, tumbling, aria l stunts
that career orientation would be
tors within the department , and 12
and colorful dance routines rush in
extremely valuable to the students
credits maximum in related cours es.
bright paterns across the s t age.
attending, therefore we will conduct
(History of England, etc. )
Unique to carnival are i ts pupdaily classes which will investigate
Each English major is required
pets, iIPaginative creations 1hich
various avenues of professional study
to take at least one period course,
becorre alnost human as they eflec~
in musi c and music education . This
one genre course, a.nd one major figtheir puppeteer Paul Bertha t (Daniel
¼Duld i nclude concentration in such
ure course as well as one American
Mills) • These are being dE gned ano.
areas as music theory, history and
Lit course, one English Lit course ·
created i11 paper mache by r:.·
student
listening skills."
(1600-1800) one English lit course
Pat Dunn . and her assistant~
Dr . Camptell said that due to
(1800-present), and one pre-1600
Exci terrent always rurn,:
~;, in
the nature of the program, registraEnglish Lit course. An appropriate
by
the air of any circus, tea:
tion for the carrp v.uuld be limited
course may satisfy more than one
~i gn
a hint of mystery and seen
to 42 s tudents . He said that re- .
requirement. An alternative program
.e ry
places . Carnival is its 0 1i ·
quests for f urther infonnat ion, apsubmitted by the student ~o the de·i
thin
---of
music,
love,
and
the
plications or audition procedures
partment curriculum commit t ee may
a
carnival'.
The
exci
temen,
·
1
ere
should be directed to his attention
cause these requirements to be
for all to share on its ope · 1, ; ,.>f
at_the Gorham carrpus before the end
-waived.
April
16 and throughout f o: ,rl" ·J
of March .
Advanced courses are decided on
performances
on April 17, 2
2:, , 24,
'Ihe carrp wilL open Sunday , June
by the student and faculty interest.
and
25.
Set
aside
one
date
or
every
27 and will conclude with a public
This guarrantees flexibility and the
child's favorite pasttirre-- _; day at
concert to be given on Friday evenfull utilization of the strengths of
the circus.
ing, July 9.
the department.

English Major
Gets New Face

11

)
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Woman Hoopsters
Maine Rep.
In Tourney

High Hooper
Here Tuesday
The Varsity G Club is sponsoring

two basketball garces on Tuesday,

The W::>men's Basbetball Team of
the University of Maine at PortlandGorham, Gorham Canpus, has been invited to pa:...'i:icipate in the first
Eastern Conmission on Intercollegiate
Athletics for W:>Iren's Basketball
Tournarcent. The University of
Massachusetts hosts the tourney on
March 18 - 20 with the sixteen New
England and New York teams taking
, part. '!he Gorham Team received the
bid for the New England Regional
Chanpionship based on their record
and geographical location. Sporting a present 5 - 0 record, the UMPG
Gorham combine is the only Maine
Team to be represented at the tournarrent. Gorham is roached this year
by Miss Patric.i a Raybould, instructor in physical education at -the
local canpus. Mis Jackie Perry of
Deering High School will accorrpany
the team as a National Official.
Captained by Bonnie Darby, a senior
and third year varsity player, the
Gorham team also depends strongly
on freshman Pat Metcalf, and sophorrores Jan Souza, D:bbie Shaw, and
Ionna McGibney and Jan Saurman.
The ECIAW Tournarcent is a result
of increased interest and popularity
in alL .waren' s sports on the _college
level. It is anticipated that the
winner of each State Tournarrent will
_be the representative in future regional tournarrents. Regional winners will automatically qualify for .
the Division for Girls and W:>Iren's
Sports National Intercollegiate
Chanpionships. This year's National
Tournarrent will be held at West
Carolina University in Cullowhee,
North Carolina, franMarch 25-27.
Gorham is scheduled to meet the
winner of the New York State Inter·collegiate Tournarrent in the opening
round at 6:45 p.m. 'Ihursday night.

RED/NS'
Your College Supply Store
"locATED ON THE SQUARE"

Gorham. Me.

March 16. The first garce starts at
6:30 and will feature the cheer
leaders vs. varsity basketball team
(one armed). The second garce will
begin at 8:00 and will feature the
WIDB High Hoopers against our sorority girls. It should be a close
battle with every thing on the line.

Intramurals
Sliding
Fast

by Byron Greatorex
It seems appropriate that someone on this campus should attempt an
evaluation of the men's intramural
program before it collapses. Being
an involved and concerned student,
I thought I should be that person.
As all of yo are aware, an intramural program involves more students
in athletics than any other athletic
program on campus. This is true at
UMPG. The question arises now that
is one of importance. It seems that
The waren's varsity basketball
on the Gorham campus of" UMPG the men's
team made it five in a rCM when
program is takin·g a back seat to every
they ,defeated Westbrook in a close
other athletic program. This may be
contest on Tuesday. Trailing by
trivia to many, and many undoubtably
one point at the end of each of the
do not care one way or the other. Howfirst three quarters Gorham finally
ever, an intramural program is v~ry
rroved ahead in the last quarter to
important for the main reason it inwin 44 to 41. Jan Saurrnan took high
volves students in something they enscoring honors with sixteen points.
joy doing. Unfortunately, this year
Other outstanding players were Pat
the program at Gorham has been very
Metcalf, Jan Souza, Jean Wilbur and
loosely and carelessly handled.
captain Bonnie Darby.
The original program, instituted
The next scheduled rontest is
by Don Thomas two years ago was a very
against Colby College on Monday, at
sound one. On paper it seemed a fanHill Gym.
tastic program for everyone. , On paper it still is, as last year the
program turned out favorably with
Kenneth Clark's Monumental Series
only a few minor flaws. This year
"Civilization", (13 films in colorit weakened considerably. A few
BBC) will be shown in Bailey Audiexamples, if you will: The_Golf
torium at 7:30 every Sunday evening.
season saw only one club with a plus
Admission is free to all.
score, which means not very many
people played golf. The better part
of the soccer games was played after
March 21.~ .... Prptest & Communication dark. The basketball season was far
April 5....... Grandeur &Obedience
too short and had to compete with
April 11 ...... The Light of Experience volleyball clubs. The referees in
Aptil 18 .•.... The Pursuit of Happines: most cases did not know the rules
April 25 ...... The Smile of Reason
of the sport they were refereeing,
May 2......... The Worship of Nature
and there were too few refs.
May 9 ......... The Fallacies of Hope
The only possible evaluation
May 16 ........ Heroic Ma teri a1ism
I can come up with here is that the
men's intramural program is simply
being "set aside" for more important(?)
things. This can be very upsetting
PREGNANT? NEED HELP7
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Abortions are now legal In New
to those who enjoy participating in
York City up to 24 weeks. The Abortion_Refeml Service will
the program.
pro"dde a quick and Inexpensive end to your pregnanc;y. We
an a member of the National Orpnlzatlon to Legalize
What the program at Gorham needs
Abortion. CALL 1-215-878-5800 for totally conftdentlal
Information. Theft an no shots or pills to tenninate a
is
a
concerned director; someone who
prepanc:y. 'lbele medications are Intended to Induce a late
period only. A IO<>d medical test is your best 1st action to
will put enough time in it to make
, insure your chance for choice. Get ·a test Immediately. Our
the program worthwhile. It seems
prepancy cou111elln11 service will provlcletotally conftdentlal
alternatives to your prepancy. We llaft 110111 list of those we
that
the present intramural director
have aJrudy usisted should you wish to verify this service.
COPY t>l1Jl NUMBER FOR FUTURE . REFERENCE
and
the
entire physical education
1-215-878-6800.
staff at'..e too inv0lved elsewhere
to concern themselves with intramurals.
This is my first comment, and
whether you thought it important or
not it did have a message. Next week
I'll lay more of my pertinent BS on
you. I bet you can't wait •
Hog

Women Win

Fifth

a hair cut . . ..

Call 839-4541

WALK IN OR APPOINTMENT
REGULAR HAIRCUTS
TUESDAY - FRIDAY, 9 A.M. -5:30 P.M.

RI-O'S

SATURDAY;' 8:30 A.M. -5 P.M.

JC & 5ft

Ca1tte't

Co.

9ootwea'l /o,,, the entiu <3amily
9 STATE .STREET

GORHAM, MAINE 04038

Elite Method of Razor Cutting - Roffler

STATE STREET, GORHAM-

Sculpt11r Kut, Nationally · Franchised.

"Everyth ing in the Line
of Fine Italian Foods
and Hot Sandwiches"
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Capilo Scalp· Treatment and Analysis
Feather-lite Hair Replacement and
Servicing

GORHAM BARBER SHOP
· 7 State St.

Gorh~m, Me.
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HERFF JONES PRESENTS
-

' Uriiv. Me. Portland-Gorham Class Ring
Ring days:
March 16 & 17 Tuesday & Wednesday
Bailey Hall
Library Entrance
9 - 3 p.m.

Factory Representative Will Be Present
*Birthstones
Women's $28

*10 & 14 K White & Yellow Gold

Men's $35 up

*Greek letter Encrusting

$5 Deposit Required

*Star Sapphires
*also Dinner Rings
\

Order Your Class Ring This Week
'

Herff Jones Sponsored by the Sophomore Class
.

Sophomores, Juniors, Se niors
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Winter Sports Stars

Named arid Honored
Fred Alrrquist, Matt IX>nahue and

Waldoboro; Barry HONell, Waldoboro;
Mike Lavigne, Brunswick; Paul Lawrence, Westbrook; Fay Morrill, Rockat the Winter Athletic Ba.rquet held
land; Jeff Scott, Houlton; Richard
on the Gorham canpus of the UniverSirronds, CUmberland; David Tamulesity of Maine at Portland-Gorham.
vich, Brockton, Mass • ; managers ,
Alrrquist and IX>nahue were narced
Allan Robertson, Oxford; Dave furco-winners of the "fust Baluable
rill, BrONnville Junction; Richard
Player" award for their contributions .. -. Bray, Bucksport and trainer, Robert
to the Husky basketball . carrpaign
· Kane of Waldoboro.
.
this past season and Steams was
Freshman letters awarded by Coach
singled out for his efforts in ski· Joey Bouchard went to: Rick Belanger,
ing.
Rumford; Ed Carugno, Burlington,
Although Alrrquist, a senior from
N. J. ; Fred CUrrie, Scarborough;
Easton, Mass., suffered a severe
Mark Deblois, Winthrop; Barry Fuller,
knee injury and was forced to sit
Jay; David Grinnell, Carrden; David
out the last eight garres, he still
Halligan, Falm:mth; Greg Herbert,
broke the 1,000 point barrier for
Westbrook; Robert Holden, Bridgton;
three years of college ba-1 and was
Gary MacMulleh, W. Bridgewater; Nonn
narced to the New England State Col'Ihibideau, SkONhegan and Richard
lege Conference All-Star team for
Young of Hopedale, Mass.
the second tiire.
Ibnahue, a freshman fran Westbrook, also was named to .the NESCC
All -Stars ar1d made the Eastern . Col lege Athletic Conference All-East
team two weeks in a rON. Averaging
25.3 points per garre he led his team
in scoring with 708 points for the ✓i
The warren's badminton team traseason.
veled to Westbrook College Tues~y,
Steams, a junior from Auburn,
March
9 and lost 2-1.
drew praise fran varsity ski coach
Sylvia
.Jones, who has been imRon Cole for his consistant corrpetiproving
steadily
won her match 11-1
tive performance and overall contriand
11-7.
Hope
Robinson
lost 1-11
bution to the team.
and
6-11.
Special service plaques were
In the doubles match Carla Grepresented at the banquet by Co~ch
gory
and Sue Babcock lost 12-15 and
Dick Costello to Professor Robert
4-15.
Miller and ' sports writers Ronald
These girls are just freshrren ·
Wirths and Carroll Rines of the Port~
and
sophorrores so the future looks
land Press Herald-Express. The apromising.
wards were made in recognition of
outstanding dedication to the athletic programs of Gorham State College.
Varsity letters were awarded to
OPEN
rrerrbers of this year's ski team by
FoR BusINEss,,,
Coach Ron Cole. Receiving letters
were: Dan Gifford, Waterville; Bob
1
Gilman, Rumford; Tom furrill, Portland; Dan Steams, A~um; Tan Tufts,
Kingfield and manager, Dick Gorham
of Houlton.
Varsity basketball letters awarded by Coach Costello went to:
Fred Alnquist, Easton, Mass; Matt
ALL TYPES OF STYLING
Ibnahue, Westbrook; Jarres Graffam,
Dan Steams shared the sports spotlight last night (W=d., March 10)

Badmintoners
Beaten

rr-~-.--~--I
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GOOD FOOD!

I

GOO)

DRINK!

GOO)

Tlr-ES!

-1{4 tl" 3'a511io,U

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY
TUESDAY.AND SATURDAY NIGHT
OPEN DAILY 10 TO I •• •
371 FOREST AVENUE

..

GORHAM PLAYHOUSE
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

March 18-19-20-21

NIGHTS
'

M*A*S*H

AVAILABLE

School Street
- 14A(Behind
Pogo Realty)
Tel. 839-4434

(b _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
GORHAM, MAINE
04038
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Plans are being corrpleted this
week for a Recognition Night March
27 honoring Dr. Richard A Costello,
who ,has been appointed athletic director for the University of Maine
:1t Portland-Gorham.
The event will include a social
hour, dinner, · program, and dancing
in the new dining center on the
Gorham canpus.
Costello's appointment rreans
that he will tenninate many of the
coaching assignrrents he has held on
the Gorham canpus the past 17 years.
Earlier this week Costello was named
Maine basketball coach of the year
by the Maine Association of Basketba-1 Coaches and Writers.
Harold Ware of Sebago Lake,
President of the Oorham Alumni
Association, will be master of cererronies for the Costello evening.
Expected to attend are many of Costello's colleagues, alumni, and IIE!llbers of the teams he has coached.
Invitations may be obtained by
contacting the Office of Public
Infornation on the Gorham carrq;,us.

EVENING APPOINTMENTS
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HELEN'S
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Costello Night
Plans Set
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STATE STREET . GORHAM
Showtime 7 & 9 p.m.
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